Legal Science Conference was Organized under the auspices of DRW NSS Team on Friday November 26 at DRW College on the Occasion of Constitution Day and Anti-Dowry Day on the this occasion, Civil Judge SK Johnny Basha said that everyone should respect the constitution of India. Women should raise awareness on the constitution and the laws. He suggested to fight against dowry.

The Event was graced by the college Principal Sri A E P Hanumantha Rao, Civil Judge SK Johnny Basha Bar Association President N Venugopal Reddy, Lok Adalat Members Harnath Prasad Rao, Koteswara Rao, Rajanikanth Reddy, Yedukondalu, Arava Parvathayya, Srinivas, NSS Program Officers Smt M Ramanamma, Smt K Nagalakshmi College Students and others Participated.
The world marks AIDS Day on December 1st to highlight the work done to eliminate the epidemic. “End inequalities-End AIDS” is the theme of World AIDS Day 2021. As per World Health Organization’s (WHO) latest data, 3.77 Crore people were living with AIDS in 2020.

For the observation of World’s Aids day and to inculcate awareness among students about the preventive measures of AIDS, DRW-NSS team has Conducted a Guest Lecture in Assembly Hall on 01.12.2021 at 11 am By Dr. S. Indeevari, Govt Area Hospital, Gudur.

In her Lecture, she informed students that for PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT & For Good Health:- One Should Be: 1) Physically Fit 2) Mentally Alert, 3) Intellectually Sharp 4) Emotionally well balanced and 5) Spiritually elated. She inculcate knowledge among students about requirement of Vitamins & minerals and how all especially women suffer with their deficiency. She also suggested students that maintenance of personal hygiene is very important in daily life for proper health.

Session ended with interaction & Feedback of Students.
The NSS Unit-1 , Unit-II of D.R.W.College, Gudur Conducted Meditation Programme.

Sri.A.E.P Hanumantha Rao, Principal, D.R.W College, Smt.K.Mydhili, IQAC Co-ordinator, D.R.W.College , NSS Programme officers Smt.M.Ramanamma, Lecturer in Commerce, Smt.Ch.Nagalakshmi, Lecturer in Management Studies and more than 100 student Voluteers Participated in this event. A few minutes of meditation during the day can be great way to get rid of stress that accumulates daily in both body and mind. The main Objective of the programme was to familiarize participants with the emerging ideas and trends on how to develop personality in the 21th Century, at the end of the Programme, we are conducted essay writing on “Kindness” to generate new ideas.
JAGANANNA PACHATHORANAM VANAMAHOTSAVAM

ON 21.12.2021

The NSS unit-I and NSS Unit-II of D R W college, Gudur conducted plantation programme under Jagananna pachathoranam vanamahotsavam, Honarable Vice President of our College Dr. Mrs. K Mearmani Garu, Sri A. E. P. Hanumantha Rao, Principal, Smt. K. Mydhili, IQAC Co-Ordinator, NSS programme officers Smt. M. Ramanamma, Lecturer in Commerce, Smt. Ch. Nagalakshmi Lecturer in Management Studies and NSS volunteers participated in this mega event and planted saplings in and around the college campus.